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GO! Winter Blue Stocking 
Finished Size: 10-1/2” x 18-1/2” 
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Dies Needed: 
GO! Santa Stocking (55854) 
 
GO! Qube Mix & Match 8” Block (55776) 
 
Additional Dies (optional)  

• GO! Holiday Medley (55043) 
• GO! Sleigh & Snowflakes (55322) 
• GO! Gingerbread Cookie (55862) 

 
Fabric Requirements: 

Fabric Color Total Yardage  
 
 
 

Medium Blue 1 Fat Quarter 
Light Blue for Cuff 12” x 8-1/2”  
Assorted Blue 
Fabrics 

1/4” yard total 

Applique Fabric 6” x 6” square per applique 
Fusible 6” x 6” square per applique 
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Cutting Directions: 

Fabric 
Color Die Number of Shapes to Cut 

 

Medium  
GO! Santa 
Stocking 
(55854) 

Cut 2—11” x 14-1/8” rectangles. Place on selected blade 
and cut.  

Light Blue 
GO! Santa 
Stocking 
(55854) 

Cut 2—8-1/4” x 5-1/8” rectangles. Place on selected blade 
and cut.   

Assorted 
Blue 
Fabrics 

GO! Rectangle-
2-1/2” x 4-1/2” 
(2” x 4” 
Finished) 
(Shape 8)  

Cut 2—5” x WOF Strips.  Fanfold into 5-1/2” widths. Sub 
cut into 19—2” x 4” rectangles.   

Assorted 
Fabrics 

GO! Holiday 
Medley (55043) 

Cut and fuse 6” x 6” fabric square. Place on fabric with 
fusible side down on foam & cut.   

Assorted 
Fabrics 

GO! Sleigh & 
Snowflakes 
(55322) 

Cut and fuse 6” x 6” fabric square. Place fabric with fusible 
side down on foam & cut.  

Assorted 
Fabrics 

GO! 
Gingerbread 
Cookie (55862) 

Cut and fuse 6” x 6” fabric square. Place fabric with fusible 
side down on foam & cut. 
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Sewing Directions: 
Press all seams open and use ¼" seams, unless otherwise indicated. 
 
NOTE:  Directions will be for one 10-1/2” x 18-1/2” finished stocking  
1. Make a 3/8” fold on top edge of the cuff, fold wrong 

sides together, and press.  Top stitch 1/8” from top of 
fold.  Repeat with the second cuff.   

 

2. Stitch rectangles together end-to-end (2-1/2” edges) as 
shown. Make rectangle strips as follows: 1—2 
rectangles, 3—3 rectangles, 2—4 rectangles.   

 
 

 
 

 
3. Using the Sew & Flip method, stitch the rectangle strips 

to the stocking lining as shown.    

Using the cut stocking as a foundation, align the first 3-
rectangle strip to the lower edge of the stocking. Do not 
overlap the lower edge of the stocking as the number of 
strips will fit the stocking foundation exactly. Pin in place.   

4. While matching seam allowance, place the 4-rectangle 
strip on top of the first strip with right sides together.  
Align rectangle seams staggered as in a brick pattern.  
Sew the two strips together on the stocking foundation.  
Flip/fold the 4-rectangle strip up and press.   

5. Place each subsequent strip in the same manner, 
adjusting the brick pattern as needed to assure that the 
stocking foundation is covered when the rectangle stirp 
is pressed open.   

When all strips have been added to the stocking front, 
trim away the excess strips using the stocking 
foundation as a pattern.  

6. Place lower edge of cuff and top edge of stocking with 
right sides together. Sew cuff to top edge of stocking 
front. Press towards cuff. Repeat with stocking back and 
press towards stocking.   
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7. OPTIONAL: When stocking front is complete, add 
applique shapes as desired. Place applique shapes so 
that directional shapes such as the gingerbread cookie, 
tree or snowman will be upright when stocking is hung.  
Use hand or machine embroidery to applique shapes 
and add decorative embellishments to applique.   

8. Place right sides of stocking/cuff front and back units 
together and stitch together as shown. Backstitch at the 
beginning and end of stitching to secure stitches. Clip 
curves up to the stitch line, where needed. TIP: Use a 
short stitch length and sew continuously to make 
smoother curves.  

9. Attach hanging loop of choice. Turn right side out and 
press.   

 


